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ABSTRACT
This Review Paper is based on IBM Planning Analytics tools and how it solves the problem of the organizational data by
highlighting the problem and solution. It also provides proper plan for future growth of the organization.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In an international business atmosphere characterized by volatility, uncertainty and risk, higher cognitive
processshould be fast and well formalized.Organizations need agilityto react quickly to unforeseen events. They need to
embrace opportunities as soon as they present themselves, since competitive dominance is often short-lived. But with
financial and operational risk a rising concern in every area of business , business leaders and analysts also need to be
judicious They need to look to the future, the past, and inside and outside their organizations for answers to important
questions. Most finance teams, however, still spend too much time and assets in manual maintaining the spreadsheets,
performing consolidation and validating data before they can even begin to analyze it.
Because of this, finance professionals are often too slow indelivering the plans, budgets, forecasts, reports and valueaddedanalysis that management requires. So, leading organizationsare investing in capabilities to drive greater speed,
agilityand foresight—to help them anticipate and respond to theunpredictable forces driving the economy. To overcome
such situations we have one tool and that is- IBM Planning Analytics.
What is Budgeting?
Budget is the future prediction of expenses or incomes that one plans to earn or spend.
What is Forecast?
Forecast is assuming something basis of the past and present data available.
What is Financial Planning?
In Financial planning we estimate some of our expenditures for the specific purpose which we are going to occur.

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO IBM PLANNING ANALYTICS
IBM Planning Analytics is a Planning, Budgeting, Forecasting and Analysis Solution which is available for
both the
local as well as on the cloud. It provides as single solution for automating the Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting
for the enterprises.
With IBM Planning Analytics, users can:
 Users can access internal and external data through the automated data integration.
 Can create a Customizable user interface with the help of graphic visualizations.
 Users can get full Microsoft Excel functionality and formatting while moving data between IBM Planning
Analytics and Excel Spreadsheets.
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 Can easily distribute reports to all the right people in all right formats by drawing all the information from the
right sources.
 Automate the Budgeting, Forecasting and Financial Planning.
 Users can access only those data’s to which they are authorized to.
 Communicate and Coordinate tasks to engage the right people at right time.

2. PLANNING ANALYTICS FOR ALL
With the help of Planning Analytics both the financial as well as the business users can perform complex dimensional
analysis and calculations.
The Users can also built a model that can reflect the hierarchies of the products, price/volume analysis.
Using the solutions’sSophisticated modeling capability, the finance teams can create reliable and dynamic plans as well
as the forecasts.
Since it is built on powerful, in-memory, online analytical processing (OLAP) engine, it enables multidimensional
analysis of the large, historical and future oriented datasets.
Since it can integrate data from various multiple sources so comparative analysis of the data becomes an easy task.
With the help of inbuilt AI visualization capability the data is automatically represented in the form of graphs and
charts.

3. INTERACTIVE PLANNING AND ANALYTICS WORKSPACE
IBM Planning Analytics features a customizable user interface that can be deployed to the users that belong to Finance,
Departments across the organizations.
It enables users to analyze the data, diagnose the root causes of the problems and identify the gaps that leads to the low
performance.
With the help of MDX queries the users can view dynamic data for the hierarchies as well as the dimensions which are
been created.
Users can test various business assumptions that they have made and can see the impacts of it as well.

Figure 1. Planning Analytics Workspace

4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
Build on powerful in-memory TM1 Calculation, Analytics enable multidimensional analysis of large, historical and
future oriented data.The data that is in 2-D form in Excel is Modelled into 3-D with the help of Planning Analytics.
As data is in the form of Multidimensional Cubes, users can perform complex dimensional calculations as well as
analysis such as supply chain, price/volume variance.Complex hierarchies and dimensions can be handled very easily
which will help to gain an insight for the business.With the hierarchies, in depth analysis of data can be done which
can describe the characteristics of the Products, regions etc.Distributed administration enables all geographies and the
departments to participate in a well managed, collaborative process.As data is in Multidimensional format, slicing can
be done which will help to understand the trend of respective data in more details which will help for future planning,
budgeting and forecasting as well.As data is in MOLAP cubes, drill through can be performed which will provide more
information about a data.
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5. WHAT IF ANALYSIS AND MODELLING
Advanced Sandboxing as well as modeling capabilities in IBM Planning Analytics enables everyday finance as well as
business analyst to maintain and create some sophisticated plans and forecasts.
Users can maintain a separate plan, budget or forecast as per their thinking without affecting the actual data.
With the integration of automated planning, budgeting and forecasting IBM Planning Analytics helps shorten the
planning cycles and reduce the errors common to manual.
What if analysis is an important aspect of an industry as it helps the analyst to plan sophisticated scenarios.
In future if the organization wants to implement these what if scenarios they can implement it whose effects can be
seen in the real data model.

6. VISUALIZATIONS AND SCORECARDS
IBM Planning Analytics offers more than 25 different graphics, including the charts, maps, images and shapes, plus
the text and video options.Dashboards and Scorecards can be developed linked to the plans and can be shared across
the enterprise.These scorecards and Dashboards help the business users to measure and monitor the performance in the
context of their specific roles and functions.This leads to the strategy plan and execution of the plan by helping align
resources and actions with corporate objectives.

7. PLANNING ANALYTICS IN EXCEL
Spreadsheets are the most common and most popular software tools used by the industries to maintain their
data.
But these spreadsheets have certain limitations in them.
That’s why planning analytics enables users to continue working in the Excel interface where needed, rather than
replacing their spreadsheets.
The IBM PAX interface retains full MS Excel functionality as well as formatting, including capabilities such as
graphics and also built in functions.
Finance and Business professionals can work in the familiar MS Excel interface while enjoying all the capabilities of a
modern planning and analytics solution.

8. SCORECARDING WITH PLANNING ANALYTICS
IBM Planning Analytics uses colorful, intuitive pie charts, bar graphs, and trend lines, plus status indicators with red
and yellow and green “traffic lights” as well as strategy maps and diagrams to display an organizations metrics and
KPI’s.
For many years businesses are using scorecards to compare their strategic and operational plans with the actual
results.
Scorecards provide clarity about what is priority and what is not.
Employees and Managers at the business unit or at the departmental level can use scorecards to monitor their
performance against their targets.

9. IBM PLANNING ANALYTICS BENEFITS
IBM Planning Analytics has numerous benefits as follows
 Allows users to analyze data from multidimensional planning models in the form of Cubes.
 Provides Support for what if analysis.
 Manages enterprise-scale data volumes which are in 2 D form into multidimensional planning cubes.
 Leverages internal and external data, including data from enterprise resource planning (ERP)and customer
relationship management (CRM) systems.
 Facilitates best practices such as driver-based allocation and rolling forecasts.
 Creates visualizations automatically as per the data present, with more than 25 different charts, tables, maps,
images and shapes – plus text and video – to choose from.
 Incorporates scorecards and dashboards to monitor key performance indicators (KPIs) which will help for taking
immediate actions.
 Supports natural language searching as well as multidimensional expressions-based (MDX) queries for fast,
powerful analysis of the data.
 Facilitates on cloud or on-premises deployment.
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 Provides role-based security to support multiple users and user types and ensure that users will get to see only
what they need to.

10. CONCLUSION
To prosper over the rising volatility, uncertainty and risk of today’s business climate, planning needs to be a core
competency up, down and across the enterprises.
In this review paper we got to know that businesses spend too much time and assets in maintaining manual
spreadsheets which slow down the process for future planning.
As the competency is high within the businesses, Planning Analytics is the optimum solution for such competency.
With IBM Planning Analytics, the budgeting, forecasting and financial planning becomes automated.
It offers clarity into plans, budgets and forecasts, with fast what-if situation modeling.
In today's constantly changing business aura, IBM Planning Analytics provides the speed, agility and foresight our
organization needs to compete successfully.
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